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CopoKo JI.M. E13-99-226 
1-ITo O3HatJaeT TepMHH «n)"IOK cBeTa»? 

3a noCJie.[{HHe .[{eC.8Tb neT HaH6onee TpHBHanbHbIH H HaH6onee np03patJHblH Ha)'lJHblH 
TepMHH «nyqoK CBeTa» nO.[{Beprc.8 H3MeHeHH.8M, Bbl3BaHHblM HenmpparnpoBaHHbIMH nyqKa
MH CBeTa B onTHKe. CTeneHb 3THX H3MeHeHHH 6blna HaCTOflbKO BenHKa, 'ITO, onttpa.8Cb Ha 
HOBOe 3HatJeHHe TepMHHa «nyqoK CBeTa», HeKOTOpbie HCCJie.[{OBaTeJm nonycKanH cymecrno
BaHHe TaXHOHOB HnH CBepxcBeTOBbIX TaXHOHHbIX BOflH BHYTPH YKa3aHHblX cneumpH'leCKHX 
nyqKOB CBeTa. 

TeH.[{eHUH.8 HCnOflb3OBaTb Ha)'lJHbIH TepMHH «nyqoK CBeTa», HanonHeHHblH HOBblM q>H3H
tJeCKHM conep)KaHHeM, no.8Bn.8eTC.8 B CTaTb.8X no He.!IH<pparnpoBaHHbIM 6ecceneBbIM nyqKaM 
CBeTa, no nyqKaM cBeTa Ha 6omwyio rny6HHY C npocTpaHCTBeHHOH H BpeMeHHOH noKanH3a
UHefi 3HeprnH, a TaK)Ke no HepacnnblBaJOIUHMC.8 BOflHOBbIM naKeTaM KaK peweHH.8M BOJIHO
BOro ypaBHeHH.8. Bee 3TH umpoKononocHbie KOMnO3HUHH .[{aJOT npenenbHYJO npocTpaH
CTBeHHO-BpeMeHHYJO noKanH3aumo nonefi B xone npouecca pacnpocTpaHeHH.8 B cBo6onHoM 
npocTpaHcrne. 

Me)K.[{y TeM, HHKTO He o6cy)K.[{an rnaBHOH oco6eHHOCTH yKa3aHHbIX CBeTOBbIX nyqKOB, a 
HMeHHO TO, 'ITO n)"IKH cBeTa He o6pa3YJOT TeHefi HflH TeHenono6HOH HHTepcpepeHUHOHHOH 
KapTHHbl BHH3 no nyqKy. Ecnu Bbl ycTaHOBHTe Henp03patJHblH 3KpaH B 3TOT «n)"IOK CBeTa», 
TO Bbl He YBHJ:IHTe HHKaKoro .8BneHH.8 TeHH B.[{Oflb OnTHtJeCKOH OCH 3TOro «nyqKa CBeTa». 
BMeCTO 3TOfO Bbl o6napy)KHTe Ha HeKOTOpOM paccTO.8HHH 3a Henp03patJHbIM 3KpaHOM, 'ITO 
nyqoK EeccenSI BOCCTaHOBHflC.8 CHOBa, KaK ecnH 6bI 3TO 6blna nTHUa cpeHHKC. 

1-1To6bl HCnpaBHTb 3TY flO)KHYJO CHTyaUHJO, Mbl .[{Ofl)KHbl BBeCTH HOBblH q>H3HtJeCKHH Tep
MHH C tJHCTblM CMblCflOM. ABTOP CTaTbH 06'h.8CH.8eT, KaK MO)KHO 3TO cnenaTb. 

Pa6orn BbmonHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH SI.!lepHblX npo6neM OIUIH. 
ITpenpHHT 061,e)IHHeHHOro HHCTHT)'Ta Jl)lepHhlX MCCJJe)IOBaHHii. ,lly6Ha, 1999 

Soroko L.M. El3-99-226 
What Does the Term «Light Beam» Mean? 

During the last ten years the most trivial and the most lucid scientific term «light beam» 
has been subjected to the transformations induced by the family of the non-diffracting light 
beam in optics. The degree of these transformations was so high that due to the new meaning 
of the term «light beam» some authors admitted the existence of tachyons or superluminal 
tachyonic waves inside of these specific light beams. 

This tendency of using the scientific term «light beam» filled with new physical content 
we observe in the papers of the non-diffracting Bessel light beams, the large-depth light 
beams with spatially and temporally localized energy and also on the non-spreading 
wave-packet solutions to the wave equation. All these wide-band compositions give the ex
tremely high spatio-temporal localization in the course of the propagation in free space. 

Meanwhile nobody discussed the main feature of such light beams, namely, that these 
light beams do not produce a shadow or a shadow-like interference pattern down to the beam 
stream. If you put an opaque stop into this «light beam», you do not see any shadow phe
nomenon along the optical axis of this «light beam». Instead you find out that some distance 
behind the stop, the Bessel beam will be regenerated over again as if it were a phenix bird. 

To correct this false situation, we must introduce a new physical term with a pure mean
ing. The author of this paper explains how we can do this. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1999 



1 INTRODUCTION 

During the last ten years or so, the most trivial and the most lucid scientific term 
"light beam" has been transformated arid has been filled with new physical content. 
The starting point of this process was the experimental investigations of the so-called 
non-diffracting Bessel beam [1]. This beam was generated from a cw laser light by 
an annular slit and a collimating lens. This Bessel beam had sharply picked radial 
profile over large distance outclassing the Rayleigh range. For example, an axiconic 
laser string [2], having the form of thin light pencil beam, had the focal range of 50 
meters, and the effective diameter of the string of ~ 70 µm. The measurement error 
of this axiconic laser string is of the order of 15 µm and is restricted practically by 
the air turbulence. The focal range of the traditional lens of diameter'D=lOO mm 
with focal length f0=25 m is equal only 500 mm, that is, the factor of merits of this 
axiconic laser string in this exampl~ is equal to 100:1 and can be made higher. 

lf Refs [1,2] and in many others a conical wavefronts are used. All such phenomena 
can be covered hy one general term MESO-OPTICS where we study and we use 
conical convergent light beams with their e~traordinary properties [3]. 

There have been treated some classes of non:spreading wide-band "focus wave 
modes" [4], "Bessel-Gauss pulses [5], and "X waves" [6]. An optical version of the X 
waves, named the "Bessel-X pulse" with special localization of the order of 10-3 mm 
and with time duration of 3 f s~c (3 • 10-15 sec) have been treated by computer 
simulation and the cross-correlation interference patterns of these femtosecond Bessel
X pulses have been estimated experimentally [7]. 

The degree of transformation of the scientific term "light beam" was such that on 
the basis of the new meaning of the t~~m "light beam", several authors [8] admitted 
the existence of hypothetically tachyons or superluminal tachyonic waves inside of 
these light beams. . 

Meanwhile the main feature of all these light beams is that they do not produce a 
shadow or a shadow-like interference pattern down to the beam stream. To prove this 
it is sufficient to put an opaque stbp into _the:center of this "light beam". You will 
see that along the optical axis of this "light beam" there is no shadow phenomenon. 
Instead of this you will find that some distance behind the stop, the Bessel beam will 
be regenerated over again as if it were a phenix bird. 

It is obvious that we must correct this false situation: We must introduce a new 
physical term with a pure physical meaning. The author of this paper explains how 
to do this. 

In Sec. II we give the analysis of the properties of the light beam having plane 
wave-front and a wave vector, which is perpendicular to the wave front. We describe 
the structure of the interference pattern in the region of the overlapping of such two 
plane beams. It is shown that the superluminal phase velocity along the interference 
planes of extremum light intensity is observed inside the interference pattern exactly 
in the same fashion as the analogous phenomenon taking place on the axis of the 
Bessel light beam. 



In Sec. III we consider the shadow phenomenon in the case of the classical rnn
ical beam (mesa-optics). In Sec. IV we explain the mechanism of the longitudinal 
interference of two coaxial conical wave fields. It is shown that this phenomenon is 
equivalent to the shadow cone spreading in the case of only si~gle conic<l;l ~onvergent 
wave. 

In Sec. V we present our proposal concerning the elimination of the false situation 
with term "Bessel light beam". It will be proved that the light structure obscrvPd 
on the axis of the conical light beam must be called CENTRAL INTERFERENCE 
LOBE. We present arguments for this proposal, which take into account the length 
of the central interference lobe, its radial profile, the evident generalization on the 
wide-band short Bessel pulses, the superluminal phase velocity as a general fpature 
of any interference picture, azimuthal variation of the X-waves and the absence of 
tachyons in the central interference lobe. 

2 PLANE WAVE FRONTS 

In fig. 1 we present a 3D-scheme of the plane wave of light, with wave fronts, oriented 
perpendicular to Z-axis; where >. is the wave length and k (0, 0, k) is the wave vector 
oriented along Z-axis. The planes mark~d by the full lines correspond to positive 
maximum of the electric field, and the planes marked by the dashed l(nes correspond 
to negative maximum of the electric field. ' 

The interference picture produced by two plane waves in the region of its mutual 
overlapping is stable in space (fig. 2), if >.1 = >.2. The interference fringes are oriented 
along the bisectrix of the angle between two wave vectors k1 and k2. If we fix our 
attention only on one interference plane then we find out that. the phase velocity of 
light along this interference plane is equal to ,,/2 c, where c is the velocity of light in 
vacuum, that is, this is a superluminal moving. 

If two plane beams have different wave lengths, >.1 =/= >.2, and ti.>. = >.1 - >.2, then 
the interference fringes are oriented at the angle <p = tn-1 >.2/ >.1 and the interference 
pattern is moving as a whole in space with velocity VJ_, oriented perpendicular to tlw 
interference planes, where VJ_= ti.>.f >.o · c/,,/2, and 2>.o = >.1 + >.2 (fig. 3). 

3 CONICAL WAVE FRONTS 

A 3D-scheme of the convergent monochromatic conical wave, produced by the conical 
transducer, is given in fig. 4. In the region of the overlapping of all components 
approaching the optical axis Z from various azimuthal directions we observe so-called 
monochromatic Bessel light beam, which is none other than an azimuthal symmetric: 
interference picture with radial profile described by the Bessel-function: 
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A(p, Z, <p, t) = C1 • J0 (kp) exp[i(z - (t)], (3.1) 

,,·here kz = k · cos 0, 0 is the angle between the wave vector k and Z-axis, and 

(=c/cosB, ((>c), (3.2) 

is the phase velocity of light along Z-axis. 
The interference picture in this overlapping region is produced by two groups of 

the conical wave fronts. The first group is the conical wave fronts before the crossing 
of Z-axis, and the second group ·consists of the conical wave· fronts after the crossing 
of Z-axis. And the· convergent conical waves after the crossing of Z-axis became the 
divergent ories. So the length of the "Bessel light beam", which exists only in the 
region of the overlapping of all components of the initially converge~t conical light 
beam, is restricted. 

In fig. 4 we present also the cross section of the "Bessel light beam" in its central 
part with typical radial interference profile. 

From fig. 5 we may conclude that at some point A on the axial symmetric conical 
wave there is a set of wave vectors k.,, laying on the conical surface with apex angle 
0 = tn- 1 kp/kz. Therefore Z-axis can be considered only as a symmetry axis. This 
feature is typical for any interference picture, in particular, shown in fig.2 for the case 
of two plane waves, where the number of wave vectors is equal to two. 

In fig. 6 we show the shadow phenomenon for plane wave (a) and for convergent 
conical wave (b). In fig. 6.a the shadow, produced by ball of the diameter d, is 
oriented along the-wave vector k, that is, pa~allel to Z-axis. The· depth distance B, 
at which the shadow does practically disappear, is equal to 

B ::::J d2 /2>.. (3.3) 

The same depth distan~e B defines th~ length of the shadow phenomenon also for 
conical light beam, w~kh must be count out along each wave vector k. 

The structure of the shadow at different Z coordinates is shown schematically in 
fig. 7 for the case of the conical light beam, at Z = 0.23 and 48 mm. From fig. 7 
we see also that the light intensity on the symmetry axis 'after ball is influenced by 
this ball only at small distances after ball. At very large Z-coordinates the influence 
of the ball on the zero intensity light region is practically absent. 

4 LONGITUDINAL INTERFERENCE OF THE 
COAXIAL CONICAL WAVES. 

The experimental setup with two narrow coaxial transmitting rings (annular slits), 
which has been used for experimental investigation of the longitudinal interference of 
the coaxial coni.cal waves, is shown in fig. 8 [9,10,11]. A collimated light b_eam from 
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laser 1 is converted by the objective lens 2 into a convergent light beam which goes 
through the pinhole in the opaque screen 3. The second objective lens 4 produces the 
single mode light beam which illuminates the screen 5 with narrow coaxial transmit
ting rings. The second opaque screen with annular transmitting zone 6 restricts the 
number of the narrow coaxial transmitting rings, which contribute to the observed 
interference pattern. Narrow coaxial transmitting rings of width 20 µm each on the 
opaque screen 5 were fabricated by the laser photosynthezator [2]. The diameter of 
the focused laser spot was equal to 1 µm. The grooves on the glass backing of the 
opaque screen 5 are working as a circular diffraction grating, and the observer seas 
the rainbow spectra by placing the opaque screen 5 between the glow lamp and the 
eye. The system of 10 narrow coaxial transmitting rings with spacing 200 11m has 
been fabricated. 

The positions of maxima and minima of the longitudinal modulation of the light 
intensity on the optical axis of the system is shown in fig. 9. As the angle bctwec11 
two wave vectors k, and k2 is very small, ~ 10-4 rad., the fringe period Az of this 
modulation is of the order of 10 mm. The fringe period Az is also a slowly varying 
function of the order number of maximum N. This is a conse_quence of the fact that. 
each narrow coaxial transmitting ring contributes to the interference picture as a 
point-like light source and the angle between the wave vectors k1 and k2 is varying 
inversely proportional to the di~tance from the opaque screen 5 to the observatio11 
point. 

In fig.IO we explain the mechanism of creation of the on:axis longitudinal inter
ference which can be produced by conical or helical light waves with mutual angle 
(0, - 02) between wave vectors k1 and k2 of two coaxial conical waves not. equal t.o 
zero. The on-axis phase velocities of wavefronts, both above the light velocity c, arc 
different. In the meridional cross section in the region of mutual overlapping of these 
two conical waves the interference fringes are oriented parallel to the hisectrix of the 
angle (01 - 02). The period of these fringes is equal to 

a=>./ sin(01 - 02 ). (4.1) 

The orientation angle 00 of these interference fringes is equal to 

1 
0o = 2(01 - 02), (4.2) 

Each point of the meridional cross section shown in fig. 10, corresponds to a circle 
with center on the optical axis. Only the points lying on the optical axis of the 
system are indeed points. The period Az of the on-axis longitudinal interference of 
two coaxial conical waves is equal to 

. 0, + 02 Az = a/sm -
2
-. (4.3) 

The length of the on-axis longitudinal interference picture is equal to CD. 
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In fig. 10 we show separately the conical waves going to the optical axis from the 
upper parts of these conical waves and the conical waves going to the optical axis 
from thr !own parts of the same conical waves. Otherwise the picture would be very_ 
complex for <'xpla11at.ion. 

Thus the on-axis longit.ndinal interference of the light is the result of coherent su
perposition of t.w<> ir;tcrfc·~ence str~1cturcs which propagate to Z-axis from two opposite 
dir<'clio11s, 011<• from the upper side and another from the lower side of the meridional 
nbss section. Each such interfeiencc structure is moving t<;>. thr optical axis. then it 
crosses this axis and finally is propagating· from _the optical axis. To demonstratr this 
process visually in UH' cx,;erim'ent., we have chosen the experimental arrangement. in 
which the numb<'r of the na.rrow coaxial transmitting rings giving rise to the int<'r
ference was .<'<ptal to 10. The interfe•rr11cc piciure prod.uced by overlapping of all 10 
coaxial rn11iral waves consists of 011e• int<·nse• ·head maximum amf !) small serondary 
maxi mil. ··Thus we ran S<'C the Pvolut.ion of Parh i11dividual iniPrference fringe. 

Tl1e evolution of tlw interf<•ri•nre pidttr<' in t.lH' planes perpendicular tot he• s,·mmc
try axis at vai:ious distances from the plane. where narrow coaxial transmitting rings. 
ai·e· present., is given in fig. I 1. The seq1ienrc of six ii1tcrforcncc pictures· obserwd in 
Ill<' planes pcrpe•11dicular t.c> t.fl(, synimct.ry axis arr sl10wn in fig. 12 at 7, = 7.0 + 1,-:::,.7,_ 
I.: = 0, 1, 2, :l. -1, 5. · hi fig. 12--a i.he ma.xi,ria· produr<'d ,by t.he upper half rninridc with 
maxi,i'ia prc;d11ccd by the lower ha.If of the i1itcrfrri•nre_ pall<;r_n a,;'cl a1·e in phase·. Ti1<' 

. - . 

radius of the first. ring is equal to :!9.5 111111. In th<' fig. 12-b W<' sec th<' piclur<' at 
Z = 7.0 + t:..Z. Th<' first. ring is splitting into a doublet of two rings wit.h radia :!5.5 
111111 and 43.5 mm. In the plane with Z = Z0 + 2!::,.7, the corresponding radia arc ;!J .5 
IIJIIl and '17.5 mm. So the splitting gap is a linear function of Z~r~;ordinat<· (fig. l:l). 

At. some Z-coordinate the upper and the lower ront.ributing intcrfe•1Tm·<· rnmpo
nents will be in antiphasc, and the maximum disapprars. The COIT<'sponding cil'!'le 
reappears again as we move alo~g Z-axis. We sc)e that in the experiments with lon
gitudinal interference we! may separate the ,;p1>cr and t.hc lmvl'r rn111p011e·nt s of the 
convergent. conical waves. 

The diffractivc elemcnt.s, proposed in [ 12] to rnnt.rol th<' st.rnrt.me or the non
diffracting b~am over the given depth, consists of amplitude am! phas<' parts. and the 
main variations in both parts of the diffract.iv<' clements arc• in t.he region of radial 
coordinates where our ammlar slits arc present. in t.h<' <'Xperiment. shown in fig. ~
for observation of the longitudinal interference of the roaxial rnnical waves. Thus t II<' 
main contribution give I.he conical components in th<' initial apert.11n• plane. 

5 INTERFERENCELOBESORINTERFERENCE 
MODES 

The shadow phenomenon, obscrv<'d in the convcrg<'nl. conical wave, am! the inl<'rft•r
cncc pattern, produced by two roaxial conical waves, dPmonst.ralt• clearly that t II<' 
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term "Bessel light beam" is wrong and that the observed ph,enomenon is indeed of 
pure interference nature.Our attention is concentrated usually on the light field which 
is in the vicinity of Z-axis. So we deal with only central interference picture, which is 
termed a "lobe". The central lobe is surrounded by the lobes of higher orders. The 
light intensity in these lobes is decreasing with radial distance p = Jx2 + y 2 as p- 1

• 

Ho~ever, the so-called X-waves has a complex azimuthal structure. In this case 
the azimuthal variation of the light intensity in the Z-waves can be termed as X
branches of the azimuthaL structure of ali interf~r~nce lobes, or X-branches of the 
interfeience lobes. Everywhere the term "beam" is'omitte<l. ,. 

In any case ,we must understand that the term "Bessel light beam" is unrnrrcct 
and that we have no scientific reasons to search for .in the central interference lohc 
the mysterious tachyons or oth~r imaginations. 

However, we may use the term "wide-band. femtosecond conical light". 
An impression is evok~d that the authors of Ref. [13) share, at least partially, 

the remark:s on the term "Bessel light beain", presepted here. The term '.'beam" 
is redefined more exactly several times in Ref. [13), and the term "mode" is used 
instead of the terms "beam". We find in Ref. [13] also the correct comparison of 
the." higher-order vector beams" with "hig~~r;order concentric-circle-grating surface~ 
emitting modes" in free space [14). ea'he t~~m "vector Bessel-Gauss beam" is used 
als.o as "mode solutions of the yector wave equations". Each member of this family 
of beams is defined by azimuthal mode number, by radial polarization parameter and 
includes many solutions with zero int~nsity ·on the optical axis of th'e system. 
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Fig. 2. Interference fringes of two mutually coherent plane light beams with A1 = A2, 
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Fig. 4. :ID-scheme of t.hc convergent. conical light. wave. The cross S<'cl.io11 oft Ill' '' IJ.-ss<'I 
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Fig. 5. The locus of the wave vector k,., at the point A on the symmetry axis of the 
convergent conical light wave. 
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Fig. 6. Shadow phenomenon observed in the case of the plane wave ( a) and in the case 
of the convergent conical wave (b). 
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Fig. 7. The evolution of the shadow structure along Z-axis for convergent conical light 
wave. 
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Fig. 8. The cxpcrimc11tal set.up used for experinw11tal observation of the l011git11dinal 
interference of two rnaxial couical wav<'s. 
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Fig. !). The period of the l011gitudinal int.<·rferc11cr pirt.11n' 011 t Ju, synmwt ry axis wrsns 
of the 11u111hcr of maxima, N. Bdow t.lu• 011-axis light i11tr11sity alo11g Z-axis. 
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Fig. 10 •. The explanatiot1 of the mechanism of the longitiidinal interference on the sym
metry axis of the convergent conical light waves. CD is the length of the on-axis 
longitudinal interference picture. 
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Fig. 11. The evolution of the interference pkture:~t different distances from the plane 
with narrow coaxial transmitting rings:. 
a) in the plane of the rings, 
b) in the plane of selfimaging Talbot, 
c) before the interference region. 
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a) 

c) 

Fig. 12 
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b) 

d) e) 

f) 

Fig. 12. Scque11ce or six i11t.crfcrcnc<' pid.ures int.he pla11es p<'rp<•11dic11lar to 1 lw s.nm1w
try axis or t.hc co11vergent conical light. wave in t.lu• t·a.s1· wlw11 I h<' 1111mlwr or 1 lw 

narrow coaxial transmitting ri11gs is equal to 10: a, b, c, cl,<'. r. 
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